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Fearless love is the key to realizing heaven on earth, teaches Gary Renard. Why? Because

"fearless love" allows you to experience fully who you really are and rediscover your connection with

the divine. Now, this bestselling author and contemporary teacher of A Course in Miracles offers

Fearless Love, a practical audio programme to help listeners remember "what it's like to be God-or

love itself". This insightful two-CD programme-complete with guided meditations and visualizations

available nowhere else-teaches how to: - Shift your mind's subconscious "projector" from seeing

your reality as the effect instead of the cause - Turn any human existence challenge into an

opportunity for deeper communion with the divine through fearless love - Amplify the power of love

and forgiveness to melt away worry, fear, and guilt - Live a life where suffering is impossible, love is

everywhere, and truth is all there is Jesus, Buddha, and other wisdom masters understood how to

love unconditionally-and reminded us that this is in fact our natural state of being. On Fearless Love,

Gary Renard invites listeners to unlearn courageously the habits of the ego and experience life like

the great spiritual masters-in eternal harmony with all of humanity and God.
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Gary explains Course In Miracles principles in easy-to-understand layman's terms, and more

importantly, what these principles mean to us as students of the course and spiritual seekers. In this

2-CD set, he goes through helpful techniques of putting the Holy Spirit in charge, a guided prayer of

merging with your source, and a helpful review of forgiveness, one of the Course In Miracle's main

concepts and techniques for giving up separateness and experiencing oneness with our creator.The



principles, once explained, are relatively easy to understand, especially if you've had any

background with Eastern concepts of non-dualism, such as those taught in Hinduism, Buddhism, or

Taoism. Understand, yes, but they are not so easy to do. This is why Gary's teaching is helpful

here. He understands how these principles work, and can show us how they work in our day-to-day

lives, rather than them remaining concepts in a book that can be at times intimidating in its size and

scope.Gary is a popularizer of the course, and every time I have heard him speak (on CDs, live

appearances, or his podcast on iTunes) he remains true to course principles and doesn't try to

water them down or interpret them in ways that would be more new age-friendly, or get him an

appearance on Oprah. The course has been described as uncompromising, and can put quite a few

people off because of this.Gary has been able to remain as funny, accessible, and human as

possible, while still understanding and practicing these concepts as directed by the course. This is

what makes him valuable as a teacher. He is a lot like us - average in many ways.
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